Abstract-This paper shows that we could describe the characteristics of easy and hard fitness landscapes in one-dimensional continuous space by drift analysis. The work expends the existing results io the discrete space into the continue space. A fitness landscape, in this paper, is regarded as the behaviour of an evolutionary algorithm on fitness functions. Based on the drift analysis, easy fitness landscapes are thought to he a "shortdistance" landscape, which is easy for the evolutionary algorithm to find the optimal point; and hard fitness landscapes then are as a far-distance landscape, which the evolutionary algorithm had to spend a long time to find the optimal point.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important topic in the study of evolutionary computation is to classify fitness landscapes into easy and hard classes with respective to evolutionary algorithms @As) and describe their characteristics. The aim is to investigate what kind of fitness functions is hard for EAs and what is easy. If we knew the characteristics of fitness functions that make an EA hard or easy to solve, we would be able to understand better how and when the EA works. Such a classification will be of enormous practical value in addition to theoretical interests.
Some early attempts to characterise fitness landscapes include isolation, deception and multimodality [l] . The isolation contributes to the problem difficulty, but there exist examples showing that deception and multimodality are neither necessary nor sufficient to make a problem difficult. Vose and Wright [2] presented the extreme case of a fully nondeceptive function, consisting of an exponential number of stable sub-optimal attractors, that is difficult for a genetic algorithm. Wilson [3] proposed a deceptive function that is straightforwardly optimised by a GA. Horn and Goldberg [41 constructed an easy maximally multimodal function. Longpath problem has been designed to show that even a unimodal function can be difficult because of an exponential path length [5] . Some statistical properties, e.g., predictive measures that include fitness distance correlation [6] and epsistasis variance [7] , are also used to characterise problem difficulty. But Naudts and Kallel [I] have given some examples to show neither of them can characterise easy or hard problems very well. Naudts and Kallel [I] gave a hierarchy of convergence quality of a given EA and fitness function, and presented a classification of We have given an initial but reasonable classification of easy and hard fitness landscapes by drift analysis [8], [9] , which gives a description to the characteristics of easy and hard fitness landscapes. These early works focuses on the dixrete space and it seems the analysis is valid on the continue :;pace too. This paper will extend these works further to continue fitness landscapes in parallel. The analysing technique i:; still based on the drift analysis [lo] , [ill, [121. The paper is organised as follows: Section I1 presents the general characteristics of easy and hard fitness landscapes; Section 111 verify these characteristics through some case study; Section IV summarises the paper in short.
A GENERAL DISCUSSION ON CHARACTERISTICS OF EASY ANIYHARD FITNESS LANDSCAPES
A. The (1 + 1) ES For simplicity, we restrict our discussion on the following
(1 + l)-ES. But the basic idea can be generalised to other EAs. 1) set generation counter t := 0.
2) initialise EO (here Eo is used to represent the individual at the 0-generation, which is a random variable). 
E. Fitness Landscapes
A fitness landscape does not only mean a fitness function, but also is dependent on the used EA and its operators. A plain fact is that a fitness function is difficult to one EA, but may be easy to another EA. So a fitness landscape is relevant to the used EA. The concepts of neighbour, peak and basin of attraction etc., are all connected to used genetic operators. More and deeper discussions on modelling of fitness landscapes, especially on discrete fitness landscapes, can be found in [13] . In this paper, we simply regard a fitness landscape as the behaviour of an EA on the fitness function, denoted by a pair { F , A}, which consists of a fitness function F and the used EA.
The EA is used to find the minimum value of the function F:
where S c R is a closed set. In most case, we are finding for a solution whose precision is e, i.e., I x -xopt 1 5 e (the point xOpt is an optimum point and the precision e is a very small positive). We denote Sopt = {x; 1 x -xopt I< e}.
Given a landscape { F , A } , we need to define some topological terms for the fitness landscape, such as distance and neighbourhood, in order to understand its characteristics. In the analysis of this paper, we only need to define a distance. For the I-dimensional real space R, we could Euclidean distance to measure how far a point from the optimal point xopt. This distance is not always a best choice. Sometimes it doesn't work very well to characterise a hard fitness landscapes clearly. For example, in the needle-in-a-stack problem, if a point x is close to the optimal point, in other words, the Euclidean distance is nearly 0, but it still take a long time for the EA to find the optimal point even starting from that point x.
Euclidean distance is no the only choice. We could find other functions as a distance. Before that first we give the meaning of a distance function.
In this paper, a distance function is a nonnegative function V(x, So,,) to measure the distance between a point x and the optima1 set Sopt.
Definition I: If a function V(x, So,,) : S 4 R satisfies:
Here we should point out that the above distance function is not a usual distance function, because we don't give the definition V(x, y) between any two pints x and y, we only care about the definition between a point and the optimal point. But this is enough for our analysis.
Obviously there are many ways to define a distance function V(z). For example, one of the them is based on the fitness function, by V@).
Another one is that
We denote a fitness landscape with a distance as { F , A, V}. Debifion 2: At t-th generation, the one-step mean drift is defined by (assume & = 2 , where Et is a random variable to denote the individual at t-generation and x is a point in R)
C. Drifr Analysis
which can be divided into two parts: the positive drift towards the optimal set:
{Y€s:v(Y)<v(z))
and the negative drift away from the optimal set: 
D. Running Time
In some intuitive classification [l], a hard fitness landscape means that the EA had to spend a long time on finding the optimal point, or the convergence time is very long: a fitness landscape is easy if the EA could find the optimal point very quickly. The running time of the EA on the fitness function, seems to be a critical measure to the difficulty of the fitness landscape.
Now we give a rigorous definition of the running time. It will be measured by the first hitting time of the stochastic process {& t = 0,1,. . .}, whose definition is given as below
[IO], [121:
Characteristics of Hard Fitness Landscapes Similarly, by using drift analysis, we could give the charFor a landscape { F , A } , there is exists a distance function 1) Under this distance function V ( x ) , for some points x E S : V ( z ) 2 E-', which is a higher order polynomial in the precision e-'. In other words, some individualis are far away from the optimal set.
2) The one-step mean drift is always non-negative under the distance measure. This means that the individual never moves backward (in mean). The process { V ( & ) , t = 0, 1 , '. .} is a supermartingale.
3) The one-step mean drift satisfies: for any Et which is not in So,,, acteristics of hard fitness landscapes as follows:
V ( z ) , and the followings are true.
where C, is a positive constant. The one-step mean drift towards the optimal set is limited and always less than a positive constant. The landscape is far-distance. The one-step mean drift is always limited by a positive constant. As a result, the running time is very long.
G. Exists of a "Good-Chosen" Distance
In the above description of characteristics of fitness landscape, a "well-chosen'' distance plays an important role. So a natural question is whether there exist such a "well-chosen distance function V ( z ) and how we can find it out.
From the below lemma, we will obtain a very positive statement: a "well-chosen'' distance function always exists for each fitness landscape. which is dependent on the initial individual z.
The first hitting time ~( z )
is the number of generations when an EA first finds an optimal solution if starting the initial state 50 = z and m ( x ) indicates the mean.
Based one the mean running time, we could divide the fitness landscapes into two classes under the meaning of the worst-case analysis: 1) Easy Fitness Landscape. Starting from all individuals z E S , the mean generations m(z) at most is a lower order polynomial in the precision e-', that is, m ( x ) 5 e -k , k is an integer.
2) Hard Fitness Landscape. Starting for some individuals z E S, the mean generation m ( x ) at least is a higher order polynomial in the precision e-', that is, m ( x ) > e C k , where k is an integer.
E. Characteristics of Easy Fitness Landscapes
By using the mean drift, we could describe the characterisGiven a fitness landscape { F , A } , there exists a distance 1) Under the distance measure, all individuals are not far from the optimal set Sopt. That is, for all point z, V ( x ) is at most a lower order polynomial of E C~.
2) The one-step mean drift is always non-negative under the distance measure. This means that the individual never moves backward (in mean). The process { V ( & ) , t = 0 , 1 , . . .} is a supermartingale. 3) The one-step mean drift towards the optimal set is a large step and always greater than a positive constant.
That is, for any tt = x which is not in SOpt, tics of easy fitness landscapes as follows:
function V ( z ) , and
E[V(tt) -V ( E t C 1 ) I Ctl 2 Cl,
where C, > 0 is a constant.
Since each point in the landscape is only a "short-distance" away from the optimal set, and the one-step mean drift is always greater than a positive constant, the optimal set is easy to access.
We call the above distance function as "well-chosen'' one, because under this distance function, the characteristics of easy fitness landscapes could be explained as we expected in intuition. But this "well-chosen'' distance is not easily to choose, and it appears that we would make different choices for different landscapes. For an easy fitness landscape {F, A), we could let V(z) = m ( z ) , and CL = 1, then the fitness landscape with the distance V ( z ) will satisfies the characteristic of easy fitness landscape. Of course, V ( z ) = 2m(z), V ( z ) = 0.5m(z) belong to "wellchosen" distances too.
In the same way, for a hard fitness landscape {F,A}, we could let V ( z ) = m(z) and C, = I, then the fitness landscape {F, A, V} with the distance V ( z ) will satisfies the characteristic of easy fitness landscape.
Unfortunately the value of this result only holds on theory. For most of fitness landscapes, it is impossible for us to calculate the first hitting time m(z). To find a "well-chosen" distance looks like a main difficulty when we apply the drift analysis into distinguishing the hard and easy landscapes. We have no general approach for finding it yet, we only could give it for some cases.
CASE STUDY OF FITNESS LANDSCAPES
When L << 1, the above is a lower order polynomial of ire.
A. Unimdal Landscape (Short-distance) B. Unimodaliry (far-distance)
The following function is very easy to the (1 + 1) ES, which still considering the abve function, but we expand its area, then it will become has a unique minimum point under the Euclidean distance.
definition domain to a very a "far-distance" landscape to the(1 + 1) ES and now is a hard f(z) = z', -5.12 5 z 5 5.12.
(6) landscape.
Now we verify the fitness landscapes satisfies the characLet So,, = {z; I z I< e } . We choose the Euclidean distance teristics of easy landscapes.
as the distance function V ( z ) :
Under this distance function, we see that 1) All individuals are not far from the optimal set. That is for all z,
V ( z ) 5 5.12
2 ) Since the ES takes the elitist selection and only accept the offspring with better fitness, so the one-step mean drift is always non-negative (details can be refereed to the following discussion). 3) Further more the one-step mean drift towards the optimal set is greater than a positive constant. The one-step mean where t << 1 is the given precision.
Like the previous example, let So,, = {z; 1 z I< e} and choose the Euclidean distance as the distance function V(z).
Now we verify it satisfies the characteristics of hard fitness landscape class:
1) Now for the individuals z such as I z I= Z1If, they are very far from the optimal set.
It is an exponential of l/e. 2) Since the ES takes the elitist selection, the one-step mean drift is always non-negative under the Euclidean distance. The discussion is as the same as the previous example.
3) The one-step mean drift towards the optimal set is not greater than a positive constant. For any individual z which is not in So,,, optimal set satisfies ,"._ (without losing generality, assume z > 0)
C. Wide-gap
In the following fitness function, there exists a wide-gap, which seems to be hard for the (1 + 1) ES to make a jump to the optimal point. For the given precision E << 1,
infeasible, else.
Next we verify it satisfies the characteristics of hard fitness landscapes. Let Sop, = {z; I z I< E}. We choose the distance function V(z) as 15 1 5 1;
1) It is easy to see for some individuals are far from the optimal set. For any z > l/e,
2) Since the ES takes the elitist selection, the one-step mean drift is always non-negative under the distance measure.
3) For any x 6 S,,t, the one-step mean drift towards the
D. A Deceptive Function
The following deceptive function is hard to the given (1.+1)
ES. For the given precision E << 1, Under Euclidean distance, we see there are two local minimum point -10, 10 and one global optimal point 0.
Let Sopt = {z; 1 2: I< E}. For this landscape, we even don't need to define the distance for all individuals z, but only for a few points. We define the distance function V(z) as follows:
We show it satisfies the characteristics of hard fitness 1) It is easy to see for some individuals z such as I z I= landscape class:
l/c9 they are far from the optimal set.
2) If starting from z such as I z I= 116, the one-step mean drift towards the optimal set is = 1.
In this paper, we have given a reasonable description to the characteristics of easy and hard fitness landscapes in onedimensional continuous by using drift analysis, The fitness 
